
GAUGE & TENSION
9 sts and 20 rows over 10cm in garter
stitch using 10mm needles
 
NEEDLES & NOTIONS
10mm circular needles
Stitch marker
Yarn needle
Faux fur pom-pom
Button and cotton thread.

SIZE
1-3y (4-8y, adult)
 
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
1-3y          W 18cm, H 16cm
4-8y          W 20cm, H 18cm
adult        W 22cm, H 21cm
 
YARN
100g Super Bulky Yarn
 

INSTRUCTIONS
It is essential to use a very stretchy cast on method with this hat.
 
Using longtail method CO 32 (36, 40) sts
Join to work in the round being careful not to twist stitches. Place marker to mark start of round
Rnd 1-6: [K1,P1] rib
Main Body:  Work garter st (knit one rnd, purl one rnd) until the beanie measures 
13 (15, 18)cm from the CO edge.
Shape Crown
Rnd 1: [K2, K2tog] repeat. (24, 27, 30 sts)
Rnd 2: P all sts
Rnd 3: [K1, K2tog] repeat. (16, 18, 20 sts)
Rnd 4: P all sts
Rnd 5: [K2tog] repeat. (8, 9, 10 sts)
 
Cut yarn. Thread onto needle, pull through remaining sts and fasten off. Weave in ends.
Sew a button to the inside to attach a pom-pom (use a coordinating cotton thread).
 
For 1-3y and 4-8y beanie sew a small MGL tag to the brim of the beanie. 
For adult beanie sew a large MGL tag to the brim of the beanie. 
 
NOTE : If you feel your hats are too small (the Rowan wool can knit quite differently) CO two extra
sts. Work the same instructions to crown shaping.
In the crown shaping start Row 1 with a  k2tog then follow the remaining instructions.
You will finish with one extra st

BOBBIE is a great quick knit. Knit with super chunky wool
on super chunky needles Bobbie knits up in no time flat!
1x1 rib then garter stitch for the body and a few quick
decrease rows to finish off.

ABBREVIATIONS
K  knit
P  purl
CO  cast on
St(s)  stitch(es)
K2tog   knit 2 together
Rnd  round
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